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MARIAN HOUR

1. Rosary  –  2. Consecration to Marie-Paule  –  3. Conference

The Celestial Life

In the book, Comprendre le Plan de Dieu, we learned that, 
in a practical sense, the “celestial life” refers to the second 
major stage in the progression of the human being which will  
lead to its divinization.

Until Marie-Paule came, this stage was unknown and quite 
probably also inaccessible. Before the Co-Redemption had 
been accomplished, the known stages in the evolution of the 
soul were: the purgative life, the illuminative life and the unitive 
life. In between those three stages, there were the nights of the 
soul. And depending on its generosity, the soul that let itself 
be guided by God through those different stages and nights 
attained sanctity.

In the past, sanctity or holiness was considered to be the 
summit of the Christian life, and therefore of a human life in 
terms of its spiritual evolution. Holiness is especially the state 
of soul required to enter the Celestial Paradise after one’s 
death. And for a long time, it was indeed believed that the Ce-
lestial Paradise, more commonly called Heaven, was the final 
destination of the human being.

Now, Marie-Paule revealed to us that the human being is 
awaited in God who dwells in the Divine World, located above 
Heaven, outside the Egg formed by our Total Earth. From that 
viewpoint, Heaven is then, in a way, a sort of “stopover” in the 
human being’s ascent to God, and the period during which the 
sanctified soul dwells in it is called the “celestial phase”. (Com-
prendre le Plan de Dieu, p. 121)

Then, in order to ascend all the way to the Divine World, the 
human being must first come back down from Heaven to the 
Earth here below. That is what is known as the Resurrection. 
This will enable the human being to get back his physical and 
psychic dimensions, in order to join them to his spiritual dimen-
sion and then fuse the glorious body obtained in this way, with 
the spirit of God. This last stage is the divinization of the human 
being which gives one access to the Divine World.

Now, according to the explanations found in the book, Com-
prendre le Plan de Dieu, the term “celestial life” would cover 
all the second part of the transformation of the being which 
follows sanctification. In a way, the celestial life is living here 
below in the states corresponding to the life On-High; the On-
High which includes at the same time the Terrestrial Paradise, 
the Celestial Paradise and the Divine World. For us, those 
three realities are “Heavens” but at different levels. (Cf. Com-
prendre le Plan de Dieu, pp. 121-122.)

As a parenthesis, let us remember that the Apostle Saint 
Paul bears witness to a rapture which led him to the “third 

Heaven”. (2 Cor) Seen from here below, this is the Divine World. 
There is, first of all, the Terrestrial Paradise, the first Heaven; 
the Celestial Paradise, the second Heaven; and finally the Di-
vine World, the third Heaven.

To each of those levels, there corresponds a different state 
of being, but considered from here below, it is always a certain 
form of the “celestial life”. And that, in particular, is what is 
awaiting the saved souls that will resurrect. From here below, 
they will experience a “celestial life” by progressively gaining 
the states of being corresponding to the Worlds in the Beyond, 
until they reach the divine state.

* * *
This manner of perceiving things is entirely new and brings 

with it an incredible change of perspective concerning the final 
end of man. Now, if this new way of looking at things can take 
our breath away, we nevertheless need not worry about it.

Coming back to the personal level, it suffices to read and 
reread Life of Love. In Life of Love, we can benefit from the 
fact of being accompanied in a personalized way, regardless 
of where we are at, in our spiritual journey. Through very mys-
terious bonds, Life of Love is like a sort of umbilical cord which 
links our being to the Divine World and which provides us with 
the nourishment adapted to our progression.

Thus, without our even looking for this, one or other pas-
sage can stand out, deeply touch us or inspire us even more. 
And even if we were to experience aridity in reading the pages 
of Life of Love given us by our Mother, the fact remains that, 
even in those moments, the food our being needs, because of 
its constant evolution, is communicated to it.

In the book Comprendre le Plan de Dieu, we can also read 
the following:

“Marie-Paule, who was born like everyone else from a hu-
man family like the others, is henceforth the real model of the 
human being who must start from here below and go all the 
way to On-High, the ‘prototype’ of the Man to be divinized on 
Earth with a view to the World in which the Light dwells.

“And Marie-Paule is so much the model to be followed that 
she not only lived all the ineffable process of her personal ac-
cession to the Divine but... she also had to give a very precise 
account of it, detailing the path for us, because that is also one 
of the main reasons why ‘Life of Love’ exists, that is, to provide 
us with the map, indicate the trails or roads, the points of ref-
erence or markers, the pitfalls, the stopovers and the sources 
of water that will mark our future journey as persons in the 
process of divinization.” (pp. 120-121)



* * *
How great is the privilege we have to have access to Life of 

Love, as of today, even before humanity, in its broadest sense, 
has become aware of the tremendous treasure God has given 

it. Consequently, let us firmly hold on to the hand Marie-Paule 
has held out to us and allow her to lead us to the “celestial life”. 

Father Leander Van Renterghem

* * * * *
EUCHARISTIC HOUR

1. Rosary  –  2. Vespers  –  3. Conference  –  4. Invocations  –  5. Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament 

“Celestial Life... Public Life”

At a time when Marie-Paule was deeply weighed down by 
her physical suffering and she was seriously thinking of getting 
away from everything, God the Father said to her: “Are you 
ready?”  Without hesitation, she replied: “Oh yes! I’m ready!”, 
thinking to herself, “A fig on my health! I’m going to follow to 
my last breath.” At that moment, she felt power flowing into her. 
This force was so powerful that she said: “It is as if I had wings 
and were ascending On-High, by my own power.” And this 
celestial Voice was already saying authoritatively and slowly: 
“CELESTIAL LIFE. PUBLIC LIFE”.  (Life of Love VIII, pp. 19-20)

At the beginning of this celestial life, Marie-Paule had a 
dream in which she saw herself ascending to Heaven. She 
wrote: “On the morning of June 30, I am transported, in a 
dream, to my home town, Lac-Etchemin. It is daytime and yet 
it is very dark, for the sun is giving little light. People are fright-
ened, unstrung, because unspeakable events are taking place 
in the world: disasters, cataclysms.

“I am outside, very close to my mother’s house.... Suddenly, 
I become aware that I am rising, and I ‘see’ that I am clad in 
a long white dress. I rise slowly, gliding at first, horizontally 
above the people who, despite the semi-darkness, are able to 
see me quite clearly.... [Then] I ascend vertically in the sky... 
As I ascend, I experience an extraordinary sense of well-being. 
The more profoundly this pleasant sensation penetrates me, 
the more powerful do I become to ascend.... And I think of Our 
Lord and say to myself: ‘I am ascending in the same manner 
He ascended.’ What intoxicating sweetness!” (Id.,  pp. 24-25)

After having ascended for a long time, Marie-Paule reaches 
a new world for her, in which the souls present there are living 
of a different matter. A great harmony exists between those 
who dwell there; problems or difficulties never arise since they 
do not exist in this place. She feels an indescribable peace, 
an irresistible calm that lies ever upon them. In this place, the 
more souls there are, the more peace there is, which is such 
a contrast with the world here below. Upon awakening, Ma-
rie-Paule “felt” something celestial covering her back. 

However, this ascent into the celestial world has a price. 
In this time in which we are living, suffering and trials, which 
would nevertheless be so sanctifying, are rejected, in a seek-
ing of pleasures at all levels. People no longer want to accept 
what disturbs their easy life, what requires a constant effort 
and yet could make us ascend towards the celestial spheres.

After this celestial peace which inebriated Marie-Paule’s 
heart, the devil multiplied his attacks in order to make her re-
ject the Work and spirituality. She experienced a terrible dis-
gust for everything. She felt a sort of diabolical rage to the point 
of wanting to curse everything. However, despite this torment, 
her will to love and serve remained firm and unwavering. She 
had to have a very energetic and strong will to hide it all and 
smile, when merely the effort to smile exasperated her even 

more. However, her interior peace returned and afterwards she 
would only have to think of this grace in order to be immersed 
in a very deep joy.

A few days later, at seven-thirty in the morning, while she 
was alone in the church, praying the Way of the Cross, she 
thought of the diabolical attacks Jesus must have undergone... 
What a reality those attacks are and what torments He en-
dured. She had never understood this so clearly, and on that 
day, the suffering she had to bear was united to that of Christ.

Then, having returned to her pew in order to prepare her 
Mass, a white form attracted her attention, on the right, in front 
of the tabernacle. Without raising her head, she “saw” and she 
“knew” that this white form, somewhat corpulent, was God the 
Father come down on earth. He was there, turned towards her, 
His arms open in a sort of appeal. Quicker than lightning, she 
was in His arms. He closed them about her, crossing them over 
her back after having gently passed His two hands over all her 
scars. A deep peace came over her and her head fell on His 
left shoulder as tears of joy flowed, tears which she was able to 
hide from those around her. It would be that way for the entire 
duration of Mass. (Cf. Life of Love VIII, pp. 41-42.)

The day that followed was calm and marvelous, celestial, for 
she was in the Father’s arms. All her faculties were instanta-
neously freed, with no more diabolical attacks. This made her 
say: “How good the Father is! How gentle! He is Love, merciful 
Love.” (Id.)

A nun had randomly drawn a thought for Marie-Paule from 
the book, Le Livre de l’Amour Miséricordieux [The Book of Mer-
ciful Love]:

“You will call me, ‘The Merciful Love’, and you will present 
me to the world under this title. See with what love I have loved 
you: I have made of you my host of praise. Not one day of your 
life have I left you without the cross, but I have changed the 
water of your suffering into a wine of benediction. At this mo-
ment, the suffering, which will always be your lot, has become 
your joy... I have marked you with the sign of my glorification; 
you will radiate it over the world. How blest a recluse have I 
made of you. And I – I am indeed at rest with you.” (quoted in Life 
of Love VIII, p. 23)

In fact, God was well and truly at rest with Marie-Paule, for 
she was henceforth in the celestial world and her life was en-
tirely celestial. Any soul that is united with her with all its heart 
can journey along the path of authentic love. Marie-Paule is the 
path the souls of the Kingdom must follow. Those who have 
committed themselves to let themselves be sanctified by the 
True Spirit, which is the Spirt of the Immaculate, climb with 
giant steps to the celestial dwelling places, in a fervent desire 
to be possessed by God in order to experience the celestial joy 
characteristic of the elect in Heaven.

Father Paul-Yvan Lambert


